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rfactant-controlled photophysical
and morphological features of luminescent
lanthanide MOFs†

Moritz Maxeiner, a Lea Wittig,a Alexander E. Sedykh, a Thomas Kaspera

and Klaus Müller-Buschbaum *ab

A surfactant-assisted bottom-up synthesis route provides access to nanoscale metal–organic frameworks

(nMOFs) that exploit size-dependent property advantages. This includes an increased surface-to-volume

ratio, improved dispersibility and superior morphological properties by a narrow size distribution

compared to the bulk analogues. Photophysical properties such as photoluminescence are also

influenced by particle size, surfactant components and post-synthetic modification. The series of the

related organic linkers (H2bdc, H2bpdc and H2bpydc) together with trivalent lanthanides (Ln3+ = Eu3+,

Tb3+) in synthesis and post-synthetic modification together with surface-active agents (CTAB, PVP) were

used to assemble luminescent nMOFs for three archetype MOFs: nLn3+-bdc, nDUT-5:Ln3+ and nMOF-

253:Ln3+. Both, dispersibility and morphology benefit from the CTAB- and PVP-controlled bottom-up

particle downsizing down to 35 nm. DLS confirms homogeneous, narrow particle size distributions down

to ±5 nm, which is 21-times smaller than the bulk analogues. Moreover, excellent luminescence QYs of

up to 78.1(3)% were determined for the Ln3+-containing nMOFs. Successful post-synthetic modification

with trivalent lanthanide ions of nMOFs was accomplished showing an improved photoluminescence

sensitization effect compared to the bulk MOFs and exhibiting increased Ln3+-to-linker emission

intensity ratios. The amount and photophysical properties of surfactants encapsulating the nMOFs were

further quantified by DTA/TG-MS and UV-Vis-DRS. Finally, this work aims to elaborate thoroughly on the

previously mentioned properties of nMOFs by comparison with their bulk analogues. Since surfactants

play a key role in this synthesis route, the pros and cons of this approach were also assessed concerning

several nMOF features.
Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) combine a wide variety of
chemical adaptability with intrinsic potentially occupiable
interstices, leading to a vast range of applications such as gas
storage,1–3 medical implementation,4–6 catalysis,7–9 sorption
matrix,10–12 sensors13–15 or ionic conductors.16–18 The ability to
play a role in such a variety of applications is given by the vast
possibility of combinations of various inorganic building units
(IBUs) and organic linkers. The properties of MOFs strongly
depend on the structure, electronic states, functional groups,
and synthesis parameters, making MOFs highly tuneable
porous materials.19 Trivalent lanthanide (Ln3+)-containing
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MOFs are of a particular interest, as their unique photophysical
properties render them highly suitable for the use as optical
sensors.20–22 The light uptake by direct excitation of Ln3+ ions is
low, due to the non-binding character of electronically isolated
4f-orbitals and the parity-prohibition of 4f–4f transitions
according to Laporte's rule.23,24 However, the light uptake of
Ln3+ can be signicantly enhanced indirectly by a proper
organic linker capable of a high light absorption followed by an
energy transfer to Ln3+ ions, from which light is emitted.
Thereby, this ‘antenna effect’ or ‘sensitization’ overall enhances
the luminescence properties of the composite material.25 This
includes lanthanide ions inside MOF pores.26 The range of
emitted light covers both, the vis-region from 400 nm to 800 nm
and also the NIR-region from 800 nm to 1700 nm is possible.27

This is an interesting endorsement of the photophysical capa-
bility of lanthanide MOFs and provides excess to applications
such as luminescent MOF barcodes.28

The interest in nanoparticles has grown enormously over the
last two decades due to their unique size-dependent properties,
which can be readily inuenced by limiting their particle
growth. As a result, they outperform their bulk analogues with
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Scheme 1 Depiction of the confined space made up by the surfac-
tants CTAB and PVP40 000, enclosing the IBU and linker ions prior to the
synthesis. Red circles represent the IBU cations Eu3+ for Eu3+-bdc,
Tb3+ for Tb3+-bdc, and Al3+ for DUT-5 and MOF-253, respectively.
Blue circles represent the deprotonated linkers bdc2−, bpdc2− and
bpydc2− for Ln3+-bdc, DUT-5 and MOF-253, respectively. The linkers
are surrounded by black, tailed symbols representing reverse micelles,
which are formed by CTAB. The enlarged rectangular box shows
Coulomb-attraction between the negatively charged carboxylate
group of the linker and the positively charged ammonium part of the
CTAB in more detail. PVP40 000 forms layers enclosing a limited
amount of IBU and the linker-containing reverse micelles. Both, CTAB
and PVP40 000 set up the steric synthesis parameters for nMOFs.
Solvent molecules, NO3

− and Br− counterions have been omitted for
clarity. The dimensions do not correspond to reality.

Table 1 MOF nomenclature with respect to IBU, linker and Ln3+

incorporation approach

MOFa IBU Linker
Ln3+ incorporation
approach

Eu3+-bdc Eu3+ H2bdc Synthesis
Tb3+-bdc Tb3+

DUT-5 Al3+ H2bpdc —
DUT-5:Ln3+ Post-synthetic
MOF-253 H2bpydc —
MOF-253:Ln3+ Post-synthetic

a Nomenclature is valid for both bulk MOF and nMOF.
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higher surface-to-volume ratios, increased solvent affinity,
enhanced particle penetration rates, and newly acquired pho-
tophysical properties.29 Nowadays, the importance of function-
alized nanomaterials extends to a multitude of sectors, for
instance, electronics30–32 and medical applications.33–35

However, the generation of novel nanomaterials is still chal-
lenging, as inevitable processes such as Ostwald ripening or
agglomeration must be overcome. Therefore, well-designed
synthesis routes with size limiting features are required.
Several methods have been established using either chemical
additives or physical concepts in bottom-up and top-down
routes, respectively.36,37

The contradicting idea of reducing an extended three-
dimensional network in size, which is dened by its long-
range order, crystallinity, and an enormous number of pores
as in bulk MOFs, consequently, takes these specic properties
away but leads to nano-scaled MOF (nMOF) particles consisting
of only a couple of unit cells. Furthermore, nMOFs offer the
advantages stated above of bulk MOFs, plus those given by their
nano-character.38 The bottom-up downsizing results in a higher
specic surface area and less gravitational inuence on dis-
persibility compared to bulk MOFs, as well as dened optical
properties through the incorporation of luminophores.39

Therefore, distinct improvements can be achieved in the
synthesis and application of composites containing nLn3+-
MOFs compared to their bulk analogues. For instance,
enhanced homogeneity and stability of a dispersion or
ameliorated sorption efficiency.

In principle, nLn3+-MOFs can be synthesized by a bottom-
up40 or top-down approach.41 In this work, the bottom-up
approach implements a template-based method by using
surface-active agents (surfactants).42 Scheme 1 shows the
behaviour of the cationic tenside N,N,N-trimethylhexadecan-1-
ammonium bromide (CTAB) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (Mw =

40 000 g mol−1, PVP40 000) in solution prior to the synthesis of
the nMOF, enclosing both the IBU (Ln3+ or Al3+) and the
deprotonated linker in a conned synthesis space, which is the
key to yield nMOFs and the method of choice in this work.

Ln3+ were incorporated into MOFs either during the MOF
synthesis or by post-synthetic modication of the synthesized
MOF. The Ln3+-bdc (Ln3+ = Eu3+, Tb3+) has been prepared by
mixing Eu3+- or Tb3+-salts as IBU with benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic
acid (H2bdc) as linker. For the post-synthetic modication
approach, MOFs have been synthesized with Al3+-salts as IBU
with biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid (H2bpdc) or 2,2

′-bipyridine-
5,5′-dicarboxylic acid (H2bpydc) as linkers. These MOFs are
hereaer referred to as DUT-5:Ln3+ and MOF-253:Ln3+ (Ln3+ =

Eu3+, Tb3+) according to their impregnation with Eu3+ ions or
Tb3+ ions. An overview of the MOFs used in this work and the
type of Ln3+-incorporation is given in Table 1.

A variety of analytical techniques were used to fully charac-
terize the systems. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), dynamic
light scattering (DLS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
microwave plasma – atomic emission spectroscopy (MP-AES),
organic elemental analysis (OES) and simultaneous differen-
tial thermoanalysis/thermogravimetry combined with mass
spectrometry (DTA/TG-MS) were carried out to entirely
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
characterize the structure, composition, and particle
morphology. In order to provide photophysical data, a spectro-
photometer was used equipped with different setups for
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491 | 22479
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excitation and emission spectra (PL), luminescence decay (life-
time s), quantum yield (QY) and linker triplet state determina-
tion. A UV-Vis diffuse reectance spectrophotometer (UV-Vis-
DRS) complemented the photophysical data acquisition.

For this work, three archetype MOFs were both synthesized
as bulk (Ln3+-bdc, DUT-5, MOF-253, the latter two were post-
synthetically modied with Ln3+: DUT-5:Ln3+, MOF-253:Ln3+)
and nano (nLn3+-bdc, nDUT-5:Ln3+, nMOF-253:Ln3+) batch
materials and discussed concerning their properties. A
comparison of bulk MOFs and nMOFs on morphological and
photophysical properties reveals the potential of nanomaterials.
Results and discussion
Crystal structures of Ln3+-bdc, DUT-5 and MOF-253

The successful bottom-up surfactant-assisted downsizing of Ln3+-
bdc, DUT-5 andMOF-253 to nMOFs has been conrmed by PXRD
in terms of crystallinity, purity, and potential side phases. Fig. 1
shows the PXRD results of nLn3+-bdc, nDUT-5 and nMOF-253 as
well as the simulated diffractograms for the single-crystal data of
Ln3+-bdc, DUT-5 and MOF-253, respectively. Moreover, the dif-
fractograms of the corresponding bulk MOFs are shown in
Fig. SI3–6.† All synthesized bulkMOFs and nMOFs correspond to
the simulated powder patterns based on single crystal structure
data. The crystal structures of the archetype MOFs Tb3+-bdc,43

DUT-5 44 and MOF-253 45 are well known (for clarity, they are
depicted in Fig. SI1 and 2†). PXRD reveals nEu3+-bdc and nTb3+-
Fig. 1 Experimental powder patterns of the investigated nMOFs:
nEu3+-bdc, nTb3+-bdc, nDUT-5 and nMOF-253. Furthermore, simu-
lated (sim.) powder patterns for single crystal data of Tb3+-bdc,43 DUT-
5 (ref. 44) and MOF-253 (ref. 45) are shown. Since nEu3+-bdc and
nTb3+-bdc are isostructural they are denoted as Ln3+-bdc (with Ln3+=

Eu3+, Tb3+). Both, experimental and single crystal data were acquired at
room temperature and at ambient air atmosphere.

22480 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491
bdc to be isostructural and therefore called nLn3+-bdc (with Ln3+

= Eu3+, Tb3+). While the crystal structures of nDUT-5 and nMOF-
253 are directly related. A broadening of the reections is
apparent for all nMOFs compared to the diffraction patterns of
their bulk analogues. This can be explained by the reduction of
crystallinity due to the decrease in particle size. The described
phenomenon was already previously observed for other nMOFs.46

However, crystallite size determination using the Scherrer equa-
tion is not applicable due to broad, unseparated reections. A
slight overall shi of 2q is noticeable in the diffractograms of
MOF-253 and nMOF-253 compared to the simulated powder
pattern of MOF-253, which was also previously observed by Deng
et al. for the archetype MOF-253.47

Noteworthy is a broad reection between 15–30° for nDUT-5
and nMOF-253, which belongs to the surface-located CTAB.
This was also shown by Chhetri et al. for CTAB-functionalized
MoS2. They described both CTAB attached and intercalated to
the surface and in between MoS2 nanolayers, respectively.48 In
our work, the cationic tenside CTAB forms reversible reverse
micelles due to Coulomb-interactions with the unsaturated
anionic carboxylate groups at the MOF surface. In contrast to
micelles, the hydrophilic heads of reverse micelles face the
centre, while at the outside, the tails form a hydrophobic
interface with the solvent. A dynamic process of enclosing the
MOF is essential to allow MOF synthesis. But the surfactant
limits particle growth and also affects particle shape and dis-
persibility.49,50 Moreover, the presence of small amounts of
residual amorphous polymer PVP40 000 cannot be excluded by
PXRD since this method is sensitive to the diffraction of crys-
talline materials only and therefore unable to detect thin layers
of amorphous materials as PVP40 000. In fact, PVP40 000 forms
non-linear layers in solution that resemble a conned space
synthesis by encapsulating all the reactants. Particle growth
becomes limited and unidirectional due to the limited amount
of IBU and linker within this space.51

Besides, the results do not show reections of the reagents,
side phases or other non-assignable reections, respectively.
Composition and morphology

Characterisation of non-post-synthetically modied bulk
MOFs and nMOFs. DLS reveals successful particle size reduc-
tion and more homogeneous, narrower particle size distribu-
tions of the nMOFs compared to the corresponding bulk MOFs.
An overview of particle sizes and their distributions is shown in
Fig. 2 and stated in Table 2. DLS gives 125 ± 40 nm for nEu3+-
bdc (Fig. 3b), 90 ± 35 nm for nTb3+-bdc (Fig. 3d), 35 ± 5 nm for
nDUT-5 (Fig. 3f) and 90 ± 20 nm for nMOF-253 (Fig. 3h),
respectively. It needs to be considered that DLS measures the
hydrodynamic radius of the nMOFs, which includes the
surrounding surfactant as well as solvent molecules bound by
electrostatic interactions to the nMOF and therefore leads to
larger particles than the determination by electron microscopy
(20–60 nm for Ln3+-bdc, 10–20 nm for nDUT-5 and 15–30 nm for
nMOF-253). SEM images conrm homogenous nLn3+-bdc
(Fig. 3a and c), nDUT-5 (Fig. 3e) and nMOF-253 (Fig. 3g) parti-
cles in terms of size distribution and shape. However,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 2 Comparison of average particle size and particle size distribu-
tion (error bars) of Ln3+-bdc, nLn3+-bdc (Ln3+ = Eu3+, Tb3+), DUT-5,
nDUT-5, MOF-253 and nMOF-253. Bulk MOF sizes supposed to be
larger than stated due to an unavoidable sedimentation of larger
particles in the dispersion during the DLS measurement and are
therefore marked with an asterisk.
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nanoparticle boundaries become blurred for nDUT-5 and
nMOF-253 due to an increased amount of surfactants.

Bulk MOF synthesis results in cleed microparticles
(>400 nm) for Ln3+-bdc, and spherical particles (>1000 nm) for
DUT-5 and MOF-253, respectively, as SEM demonstrates.
Furthermore, particle size determination based on DLS reveals
particles sizes of 170 ± 85 nm for Eu3+-bdc, 190 ± 110 nm for
Tb3+-bdc, 725 ± 430 nm for DUT-5 and 360 ± 135 nm for MOF-
253. However, bulk MOF particle sizes again supposed to be
Table 2 Overview of quantitative data for the investigated Ln3+-bdc, nLn3

(Ln3+ = Eu3+, Tb3+)

Ln3+/wt%

Particle size/nm
Wa
lma

DLSa

SEM PLMeCN EtOH

Eu3+-bdc 32 n/ag 170 � 85 >1000 288
nEu3+-bdc 32 n/ag 125 � 40 20–60 296
Tb3+-bdc 38 n/ag 190 � 110 >1000 300
nTb3+-bdc 33 n/ag 90 � 35 20–60 286
DUT-5 n/ac n/ag 725 � 430 >400 307
nDUT-5 n/ac n/ag 35 � 5 10–20 326
DUT-5:Eu3+ 2 265 � 115 500 � 90 >400 307
nDUT-5:Eu3+ 2 175 � 55 110 � 10 20–50 310
DUT-5:Tb3+ 2 290 � 110 385 � 260 >400 416
nDUT-5:Tb3+ 1 160 � 35 105 � 10 20–50 427
MOF-253 n/ac n/ag 360 � 135 >400 370
nMOF-253 n/ac n/ag 90 � 20 15–30 366
MOF-253:Eu3+ 3 185 � 180 150 � 60 >400 327
nMOF-253:Eu3+ 4 135 � 70 155 � 80 20–50 310
MOF-253:Tb3+ 7 155 � 70 130 � 45 >400 374
nMOF-253:Tb3+ 2 100 � 10 155 � 70 20–50 371

a Particle sizes of bulk MOFs are supposed to be even higher due to sed
present in the sample. d Only linker-based emission observable, no suffi
intensity observable in PL spectra. f An exponential t of rst order was u

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
even higher due to an unavoidable sedimentation process
during the DLS data acquisition (Fig. SI10†).

As PXRD and SEM already indicated the presence of
surfactants at the outside of the nMOFs, coverage with
PVP40 000 as well as the reverse micelle formation of CTAB lead
to narrow particle size distributions and smaller particle sizes
(Fig. 3b, d, f and h). In addition and benecially, a dispersion
with nMOFs is stabilized by residual surfactants and prevents
sedimentation during DLS data acquisition. Scheme 2 illus-
trates how the surfactants are enclosing a nMOF particle
which leads to the stabilization effect. It should be empha-
sized that nDUT-5 particles were signicantly reduced in size
by a factor of z21 and remarkably homogenized compared to
DUT-5 (see Fig. 2).

Further information on the presence of surfactants on bulk
MOFs and nMOFs was obtained by DTA/TG-MS using synthetic
air as the working gas, which can oxidize the MOF instead of
typical inert gases such as Ar/N2. DTA/TG-MS results are shown
in Fig. 4 and as enlarged graphics in Fig. SI14–16 in the ESI.†
DTA/TG conrm an exothermic mass loss of 15 wt% and 7 wt%
for Tb3+-bdc (Fig. 4a) and nTb3+-bdc (Fig. 4b), respectively, at
230–270 °C. MS signals identify these mass losses as the solvent
molecules H2O and DMF either located in the pores or at the
surface of the MOFs. The mass loss of DUT-5 (Fig. 4c) with
40 wt% is higher than the mass loss of nDUT-5 (Fig. 4d) with
10 wt% at 100–250 °C. Consequently, both nTb3+-bdc and
nDUT-5 contain less solvents than their bulk analogues, sug-
gesting that surfactants partially replace solvents in the pores
and on the surface of nMOFs.
+-bdc, DUT-5:Ln3+, nDUT-5:Ln3+, MOF-253:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+

velength
x/nm QY/% Lifetime s/ms

ex PL em Ln3+ Linker s1 s2

614 33(2) n/ae 0.9055(6) n/af

614 23.7(3) n/ae 0.701(4) 1.071(3)
544 94(2) n/ae 1.396(2) n/af

543 78.1(3) n/ae 1.04(4) 1.612(3)
376b n/ac 5.1(5) 2.49(6) × 10−6 n/af

378b n/ac 14.8(6) 3.6(1) × 10−6 n/af

616 2.1(2) 10.4(3) 0.288(6) 0.596(6)
616 3.6(1) 4.5(3) 0.306(8) 0.70(1)
544 n/ad 11.5(3) n/ad n/ad

544 n/ad 4.6(2) n/ad n/ad

440b n/ac <1 1.19(6) × 10−6 6.4(1) × 10−6

536b n/ac <1 0.559(7) × 10−6 2.13(5) × 10−6

616 2.0(1) n/ae 0.204(3) 0.432(3)
616 1.79(3) n/ae 0.14(2) 0.308(6)
544 n/ad <1 n/ad n/ad

544 n/ad <1 n/ad n/ad

imentation. b Recording of linker-based emission spectrum. c No Ln3+

cient energy transfer from linker to Tb3+. e No linker-based emission
sed. g Measurements not carried out in MeCN.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491 | 22481
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Fig. 3 SEM images (100k magnification, left) and DLS particle size
distributions (right) of nEu3+-bdc (a and b), nTb3+-bdc (c and d), nDUT-
5 (e and f) and nMOF-253 (g and h).

Scheme 2 Depiction of a surfactant-stabilized nMOF particle. The
Tb3+-bdc crystal structure is shown within the particle-shaped area
and represents the MOFs used. Atom color code: green (Tb), yellow
(O), grey (C), black (H). The nMOF is surrounded by black, tailed
symbols representing reverse micelles, which are formed by CTAB.
PVP40 000 impacts the particle shape by enclosing the nMOF depicted
as pale-grey chains. The blue box shows exemplarily the H2bdc in
Tb3+-bdc as representative for the linkers used.
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In Fig. 4b, mass losses of 1 wt% at 305–345 °C and 13 wt% at
400–500 °C were observed for nTb3+-bdc, attributed to the
oxidation of CTAB and PVP40 000, respectively. Results from MS
22482 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491
allow for the identication of CO2, NO and H2O as oxidation
products, conrming the oxidation of surfactants, for the
deprotonated linker bdc2− does not contain nitrogen. In the
oxidation process, a shorter aliphatic chain as in CTAB requires
less energy to be cracked than a longer polymeric chain as in
PVP40 000. In fact, this effect has been previously reported for
CTAB52 and PVP40 000 (ref. 53) for the above-mentioned
temperature ranges. The powder pattern of nTb3+-bdc does
not show any broad reection at 12–30° (Fig. 1), therefore the
amount of surfactant must be lower than for nDUT-5 and
nMOF-253. In corroboration, both, nDUT-5 and nMOF-253
show a higher mass loss of 30 wt% at 300–470 °C (Fig. 4d and
f). Moreover, NO signals at 310–420 °C and 300–470 °C for
nDUT-5 and nMOF-253, respectively, are indicating surfactant
oxidation and further conrm this assignment.

NO signals starting at 500 °C can be assigned to the oxida-
tion of the N-containing linker bpydc2− (Fig. 4e and f). Addi-
tionally, the ongoing oxidation of organic linkers is also
indicated by the CO2 signal starting at 400 °C for Tb3+-bdc and
nTb3+-bdc while the oxidation of the linkers of DUT-5, nDUT-5,
MOF-253 and nMOF-253 continues at 500 °C. The DTA/TG-MS
results do not show any NO signals at 320–420 °C for the
investigated bulk MOFs, thus the mass loss can be attributed to
the amount of surfactants present in the investigated nMOFs by
comparing bulk MOF and nMOF results.

At temperatures higher than 650 °C, Tb3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc
become fully oxidized accompanied by an altogether mass loss
of 60 wt% with Tb4O7 being formed (Fig. 4a and b). Higher
temperatures, starting at 850 °C are necessary to fully oxidize
DUT-5 and nDUT-5 as well as MOF-253 and nMOF-253 to Al2O3

with an altogether mass loss of 85 wt% (Fig. 4c–f). Both, Tb4O7

and Al2O3 are conrmed as oxidation products by PXRD
(Fig. SI9†).

Characterisation of post-synthetically modied bulk
MOF:Ln3+ and nMOF:Ln3+. To study the effect of post-synthetic
modication with Ln3+ ions on the composition as well as on
particle size and particle size distribution of DUT-5, nDUT-5,
MOF-253 and nMOF-253, they were impregnated with solu-
tions of Eu3+- and Tb3+-salts. Details of the impregnation
procedure are described in the Experimental section.

The amount of Ln3+ was determined by MP-AES and the
results are presented in Table 2. Ln3+-bdc and nLn3+-bdc
contain 32–38 wt% Ln3+ depending on the lanthanide andMOF.
In contrast, the post-synthetically modied DUT-5:Ln3+ and
nDUT-5:Ln3+ contain only 1–2 wt% Ln3+, while MOF-253:Ln3+

and nMOF-253:Ln3+ contain 2–7 wt% Ln3+, again depending on
lanthanide and MOF. The difference in the amount of Ln3+

between both synthesis approaches is explainable by the func-
tion of Ln3+ ions in the MOFs. As main connectivity centre, Ln3+

is much more present in Ln3+-bdc than by impregnation of
DUT-5:Ln3+ and MOF-253:Ln3+. It can be seen that the surfac-
tants do not have a distinct impact on the uptake of Ln3+ ions,
as the amount of Ln3+ do not follow any comprehensible trend
between bulk MOFs and nMOFs.

Powder patterns of DUT-5:Ln3+ and nDUT-5:Ln3+ (Fig. SI7†)
as well as MOF-253:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+ (Fig. SI8†) reveal
stable crystal structures for MOF:Ln3+s impregnated with Eu3+
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 4 DTA/TG-MS results of investigated bulk MOFs and nMOFs at synthetic air atmosphere. Tb3+-bdc (a), nTb3+-bdc (b), DUT-5 (c), nDUT-5
(d), MOF-253 (e) and nMOF-253 (f). NO signal (yellow) is given in QMID × 10−13. A for a more detailed insight.
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and Tb3+. As a side effect of the post-synthetic modication
process, the broad reection at 12–30° 2q in the diffractograms
of nDUT-5 and nMOF-253 is less intense than in the diffracto-
grams of nDUT-5:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+. Hence, SEM images
of nDUT-5:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+ modied in MeCN were
recorded to check whether a reduced amount of surfactant can
be observed. The partial purication from surfactants results in
distinguishable particles for nDUT-5:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+

(Fig. 5) meaning a lesser amount of surfactants are covering
nMOF particles.

Complementary results on particle size and its distribution
for the post-synthetically modied MOF:Ln3+ and nMOF:Ln3+

were obtained by DLS and are given in Table 2. DLS reveals the
inuence of the reduced amount of surfactants on the
morphological properties and particle growth indicated by
increasing particle sizes (130–140 nm for nDUT-5:Ln3+ and 10–
50 nm for nMOF-253:Ln3+, respectively, see also Fig. SI11†).
Processes such as crystal growth during post-synthetic modi-
cation due to a more accessible nMOF surface, which was
previously covered with surfactants, or swelling of the crystal
structure due to Ln3+ insertion are likely to be responsible for
Fig. 5 SEM images (100kmagnification) of (a) nDUT-5:Eu3+, (b) nDUT-
5:Tb3+, (c) nMOF-253:Eu3+ and (d) nMOF-253:Tb3+.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
the determined increased particle sizes. In addition, penetra-
tion of the crystal structure by surfactants or formation of holes/
defects by anions to compensate for the positive charge brought
in by Ln3+ also contribute to the swelling effect.54 This increase
in particle size is more prominent for nDUT-5:Ln3+ than for
nMOF-253:Ln3+ due to the smaller particle size of nDUT-5. The
smaller the particles, the higher the surface energy and the
more distinct surface energy reducing mechanisms become,
such as Ostwald-ripening, which consequently leads to crystal
growth.55 In addition, bulk MOF:Ln3+ particle sizes are hardly
comparable with non-modied bulk MOF particle sizes due to
sedimentation processes described above during the DLS data
acquisition, and therefore, do not follow any discernible trend
(Fig. SI12 and 13†).

Altogether, these results point to the presence of residual
surfactants aer the post-synthetic modication process, that
allows nDUT-5:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+ to form stable and
homogeneous dispersions with slightly increased particle sizes,
due to a swelling of the crystal structure and less coverage by
surfactants.
Photophysical properties

The evaluation of the photophysical properties of bulk MOFs
and nMOFs was accomplished by comparing the obtained
results of qualitative PL spectra, overall luminescence decay
times s, QYs and linker triplet state energy determinations, as
well as UV-Vis-DRS.

Comparison of the photophysical properties of the investi-
gated bulk MOFs and nMOFs. PL spectra were recorded for all
Ln3+-containing MOFs and nMOFs, with Ln3+ = Eu3+, Tb3+ (see
Fig. 6 for excitation and emission spectra). For excitation,
a broad band at 280–350 nm appears in the excitation spectra of
all investigated MOFs and nMOFs at similar wavelengths and
with similar band shapes that represent the p* ) p excitation
of the linkers. Subsequently, the excited p-electrons of the
linker undergo an intersystem crossing to a triplet state fol-
lowed by an energy transfer to excited 4f-states of the trivalent
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491 | 22483
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Fig. 6 Qualitative PL excitation and emission spectra of Eu3+-bdc
(pale red), nEu3+-bdc (dark red), Tb3+-bdc (pale green), nTb3+-bdc
(dark green), DUT-5:Eu3+ (pale yellow), nDUT-5:Eu3+ (dark yellow),
MOF-253:Eu3+ (pale violet) and nMOF-253:Eu3+ (dark violet). Elec-
tronic states are exemplarily denoted for clarity with the corre-
sponding electronic transitions for the linker, Eu3+ and Tb3+,
respectively.56,58
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lanthanides – this describes the so-called ‘antenna effect’. Other
obvious features in the excitation spectra shown in Fig. 6 are
direct excitations of Ln3+ that are prominent for Eu3+-bdc and
nEu3+-bdc (Eu3+: 5D1,2,4,

5L6 )
7F0 and

5D1,3,4 )
7F1 at 525 nm,

464 nm, 392 nm, 361 nm and 533 nm, 414 nm, 379 nm,
respectively) and weak to hardly observable in the excitation
spectra of Tb3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc (Tb3+: 5D2 )

7F6,
5L10 )

7F6,
5D3 ) 7F6 and 5D4 ) 7F6 at 351 nm, 368 nm, 376 nm and
489 nm, respectively). Although quantum mechanically unfav-
oured, these peaks demonstrate the weak receptivity of these
Ln3+-MOFs to absorb light in a direct way without participation
of the linker, indicating the preferred route of an excitation via
a sensitizer linker, as the broad p* ) p excitations of the
linkers surpass the direct excitations of the investigated Ln3+-
MOFs in terms of intensity.

The emission spectra of the investigated Eu3+-containing
MOFs and nMOFs show the typical Eu3+ transitions 5D0 /

7F0,
5D0 /

7F1,
5D0 /

7F2,
5D0 /

7F3,
5D0 / 7F4,

5D0 / 7F5 and
5D0/

7F6, which correspond to the emission signals at 580 nm,
593 nm, 616 nm, 652 nm, 700 nm, 753 nm, and 810 nm,
respectively. The emission bands differ in terms of relative
intensity and shape. For instance, the coordinated Eu3+ in
Eu3+-bdc and nEu3+-bdc causes a splitting of the 5D0 /

7F2 and
5D0 / 7F4 transitions, while Eu3+ inside the pores of
DUT-5:Eu3+ and MOF-253:Eu3+ gives broader, single-maxima
emission bands. This signal broadening is indicative for
multiple, different local electric elds of Eu3+ in the pores or on
the MOF surface, which differs from the distinct crystallo-
graphic Ln3+-positions in Ln3+-bdc and nLn3+-bdc. For the post-
synthetic modication, the MOF pores allow for multiple loca-
tions inside the pores for Eu3+. In addition, the relative inten-
sities of 5D0 /

7F2 and
5D0 /

7F4 vary between DUT-5:Eu3+ and
MOF-253:Eu3+, depending on the specic Eu3+ position within
the crystal structure. Both effects are well known in the litera-
ture56 and provide evidence for different electrostatic environ-
ments for Eu3+ inside the pores. Furthermore, the asymmetry
ratio of Eu3+ provides valuable insights concerning its local
environment and is dened as the ratio of the integrated
intensities I(5D0 / 7F2) and I(5D0 / 7F1). As the 5D0 / 7F1
transition is predominantly unaffected by the local environ-
ment,57 a low asymmetry ratio indicates minimal distortions in
the electric eld, with 5D0 / 7F2 being comparatively weaker
and Eu3+ is located at distinct positions. However, when the
distortion in the electrostatic environment of Eu3+ increases, i.e.
Eu3+ is located at positions with different local environments,
the intensity of the 5D0 / 7F2 transition also increases,
resulting in a higher asymmetry ratio. The calculated asym-
metry ratios for bulk Eu3+-bdc and nEu3+-bdc are 5.07 and 6.57,
respectively. This observation supports the assertion that
surfactants remain present in the pores and/or at the surface of
nEu3+-bdc aer the washing procedure, leading to distortion of
the local environment of Eu3+. The post-synthetically modied
MOF-253:Eu3+ and nMOF-253:Eu3+ also following the described
trend indicative by the asymmetry ratios 4.47 and 6.49,
respectively. Additionally, in the case of the post-synthetically
modied MOFs, the higher average diffusion pathway affords
improved pore occupancy of Eu3+, resulting in even more
22484 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491
different electrostatic environments than in Ln3+-bdc. Asym-
metry ratios of 6.34 and 6.35 are observed for DUT-5:Eu3+ and
nDUT-5:Eu3+, respectively. These ratios indicate a more dis-
torted local environment for Eu3+ in DUT-5:Eu3+ compared to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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MOF-253:Eu3+ and Eu3+-bdc, while the environment of Eu3+ in
nDUT-5:Eu3+ is similar to other nMOF-253:Eu3+ and Eu3+-bdc.

The emission spectra of Tb3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc exhibit the
typical emission pattern of Tb3+ with the transitions 5D4 /

7F6,
5D4 /

7F5,
5D4 /

7F4,
5D4 /

7F3,
5D4 /

7F2,
5D4 /

7F1 and
5D4

/ 7F0, which can be attributed to sharp bands at 489 nm,
543 nm, 584 nm, 621 nm, 647 nm, 669 nm, and 680 nm,
respectively.58 Tb3+ does not show emission in post-synthetically
modied DUT-5:Tb3+, nDUT-5:Tb3+, MOF-253:Tb3+ and nMOF-
253:Tb3+ since the sensitization of Tb3+ by the energy transfer
from the linkers to Tb3+ is not preferred (Fig. SI21 and 22†). In
order to investigate the reasons for the neglectable energy
transfer, the donor triplet state energies of the linkers were
determined and subsequently compared with the emitting
energy state level 5D4 of Tb3+ in terms of energy. Latva et al.59

state that donor–acceptor energy states should be optimally
separated by 2000–4000 cm−1. The emitting state 5D4 of Tb

3+ is
located at 20 470 cm−1,60 whereas the donor triplet states of
Tb3+-bdc, DUT-5 and MOF-253 are located at 24 691 cm−1,
21 079 cm−1 and 20 877 cm−1, respectively (Fig. SI23–25†). Since
the energy states for DUT-5 and MOF-253 are energetically too
close to the Tb3+ energy state 5D4, high energy back-transfer
rates dominate the systems, and therefore no Tb3+-based
emissions are observed. In contrast, Eu3+ has two energetic
states 5D1,2 at 19 026 cm−1 and 21 499 cm−1, respectively, which
get addressed to as acceptor states61 for the sensitization energy
transfer from the linker to Eu3+ and is in accordance with Lat-
va's rule.

Altogether, the comparison of Ln3+-containing MOFs and
nMOFs show a benet of nanoscale particles regarding the
sensitizing efficiency as indicated by a strong decrease in the
intensity of the linker-based emission bands.

The previously described emission processes were further
characterised by performing luminescence overall decay time
measurements to determine lifetimes s (Fig. SI26–31†), with the
results being given in Table 2. Lifetimes of the emitting states in
millisecond range indicate quantum mechanically unfavoured
phosphorescent emission processes caused by parity forbidden
4f–4f transitions of the Ln3+ ions. Typical lifetimes for phos-
phorescence processes are 0.9055(6) ms for Eu3+-bdc or 0.701(4)
ms for nEu3+-bdc, for instance. However, for the non-Ln3+-
containing MOFs, lifetimes in nanosecond range were recorded
and are indicative for uorescence processes of the linker-based
emission with 2.49(6) ns for DUT-5 or 3.6(1) ns for nDUT-5, for
instance.

In fact, an important aspect when considering the efficiency
of the emission of the Ln3+-MOFs is its residual linker-based
emission intensity. The presence and intensity of the emis-
sion band of the linker is a reciprocal indicator for the efficiency
of the sensitizing effect. The better the energy transfer from the
linker to Ln3+, the lower the emission band intensity of the
linker. This energy transfer is strongly depending on the donor–
acceptor distance i.e., linker and Ln3+. As nDUT-5:Ln3+ and
nMOF-253:Ln3+ are smaller in size than their bulk analogues,
the average Ln3+ diffusion pathway becomes shorter, and
a better pore occupancy can be achieved. Accordingly, the
linker-based emission intensity in the emission spectrum of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
nDUT-5:Eu3+ at 400 nm is lower than the bulk analogue. This is
in corroboration with a decreased linker-based QY from
10.4(3)% to 4.5(3)% for DUT-5:Eu3+ and nDUT-5Eu3+, respec-
tively. The linker-based emission band of nMOF-253:Eu3+ yet
diminishes completely. Both reveal nicely the advantages of
nanoparticles. Interestingly, although the MOF-253, nMOF-253,
MOF-253:Tb3+ and nMOF-253:Tb3+ show linker-based emission
bands in their PL spectra QYs are <1%, which, however, is
consistent with the low emission intensities observed with the
naked eye (Fig. 7). This is also evidence for energy release by
rather non-radiative processes than light emission. Moreover,
the undoped DUT-5 and nDUT-5 show linker-based QYs of
5.1(5)% and 14.8(6)%, respectively, which is in accordance with
the observed higher intensity of nDUT-5 compared to its bulk
analogue, accompanied by a bathochromic shi as explained
later in more detail. On the other hand, Ln3+-bdc and nLn3+-bdc
do not show any linker-based emission bands at all, which
conrms a highly efficient energy transfer. This results in
excellent Ln3+-based QYs as the ratio of emitted to absorbed
photons of 94(2)% and 78.1(3)% for Tb3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc,
respectively (see Table 2). The respective Ln3+-based QYs of
33(2)% for Eu3+-bdc and 23.7(3)% for nEu3+-bdc are lower than
the Ln3+-based QYs of their Tb3+-analogues indicating a better
energetical match between the excited states of the sensitizer
for Tb3+. Different to Ln3+-coordination sites of these MOFs,
post-synthetically modied MOF:Ln3+s show lower Ln3+-QYs as
the Ln3+-to-linker distances increase (Ln3+-based QY of 2.0(1)%
for MOF-253:Eu3+, for instance). As discussed early, DUT-5:Tb3+

and nDUT-5:Tb3+ do not show Tb3+-based emission due to the
mismatch of Tb3+-linker energy states while the linker-based
QYs also decreasing from 11.5(3)% to 4.6(2)% from DUT-
5:Tb3+ to nDUT-5:Tb3+. For nDUT-5:Eu3+, however, the Ln3+-
based QY can exceed the bulk MOF (Ln3+-based QYs: 3.6(1)%
compared to 2.1(2)%) corroborated by a longer lifetime s (see
Table 2). Accordingly, a decreased Ln3+-based QY may be
concluded as a result of the surfactant inuence, although there
is no general trend.

In addition, light absorption was investigated by UV-Vis-
DRS. In general, it reveals broad absorption from 200–320 nm
for all investigated MOFs, which can be assigned to the p*) p

transition of the linkers and ts nicely the excitation spectra
seen in Fig. 6. However, all absorption spectra of the investi-
gated nMOFs show this broad absorption band starting at
200 nm but instead of tailing at 320 nm, the absorption band
shows tailing up to 700 nm for nTb3+-bdc, for instance, which
implies a contribution of further absorption processes along
with the p* ) p transition. The range of this multiple-process
absorption band varies with each investigated MOF and is dis-
played in Fig. SI17–20.† Since this broader absorption band
appears exclusively in investigated nMOF absorption spectra,
the absorption band is attributed to the surfactants CTAB and
PVP40 000. Therefore, the investigated nMOFs appear yellow at
daylight compared to their colourless bulk analogues (Fig. 7 and
SI33† as well as a video download). In addition, only Eu3+-bdc
and nEu3+-bdc spectra show low-intensity, sharp absorption
peaks at 395 nm, 466 nm and 535 nm which can again be
assigned to the respective 4f–4f transitions 5L6 ) 7F0,

5D2 )
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491 | 22485
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Fig. 7 Photographs of powders of investigated bulk MOFs and nMOFs
exposed to Vis-light (top) and UV-light (302 nm, bottom). A = Eu3+-
bdc, B = nEu3+-bdc, C = Tb3+-bdc, D = nTb3+-bdc, E = DUT-5, F =

nDUT-5, G = DUT-5:Eu3+, H = nDUT-5:Eu3+, I = DUT-5:Tb3+, J =

nDUT-5:Tb3+, K =MOF-253, L = nMOF-253, M =MOF-253:Eu3+, N =

nMOF-253:Eu3+, O = MOF-253:Tb3+, P = nMOF-253:Tb3+.

Fig. 8 Chromaticity diagram according to CIE 1931 calculated from PL
data of Ln3+-bdc, nLn3+-bdc, DUT-5, nDUT-5, MOF-253, nMOF-253,
DUT-5:Ln3+, nDUT-5:Ln3+, MOF-253:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+ (Ln3+

= Eu3+, Tb3+) investigated in this work. Hexagon = Eu3+-bdc; triangle
= Tb3+-bdc; square = MOF-253 and MOF-253:Ln3+; circle = DUT-5
and DUT-5:Ln3+; D = DUT-5; and M = MOF-253. Empty symbols
represent bulk MOFs, while filled symbols represent nMOFs.
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7F1 and
5D1 )

7F1 already observed in the excitation spectra of
Eu3+-bdc and nEu3+-bdc.

Comparison of the chromaticity of investigated bulk MOFs
and nMOFs. The contributions of linker-based emission and
Ln3+-based emission to the overall light emission as a specic
colour by each MOF is shown in a chromaticity diagram
according to CIE 1931 (Fig. 8). It was calculated from the PL data
of all bulk MOFs and nMOFs investigated and clearly shows the
effect of an improved energy transfer from the linker to Ln3+ in
nMOFs compared to bulk MOFs. This corroborates the observed
emission spectra and results in an emission colour shi. In
general, the emission of nEu3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc is less
inuenced by the nano-character of the particles than the
emission of the post-synthetically modied nDUT:Ln3+ and
nMOF-253:Ln3+. Both, nDUT-5 and nMOF-253 show shied
overall luminescence but to opposing wavelength regions. E.g.,
the emission band of nDUT-5 is shied by 18 nm from 377 nm
to 395 nm compared to DUT-5. In contrast, nMOF-253 does not
show the additional emission band of MOF-253, as explained
earlier, which shis the chromaticity towards green. This
means that a combination of the processes of all MOF compo-
nents, post-synthetic modication and the surfactants inu-
ence the overall luminescence and its chromaticity. An overview
is given in Fig. 7 and SI33,† as well as a video download.
Conclusion

This work presents new aspects of the impact of nanoparticle
formation on morphological and photophysical properties
compared to the bulk archetype MOFs for Ln3+-MOFs and
archetype MOFs doped post-synthetically modied by impreg-
nation with lanthanide ions, shown for Ln3+-bdc, DUT-5:Ln3+

and MOF-253:Ln3+ (Ln3+ = Eu3+, Tb3+). Nanoscale variants of
the three archetype MOFs have been successfully achieved by
surfactant-assisted bottom-up synthesis as fully-characterised
nMOFs.

The nMOFs were synthesized with particle sizes down to
35 nm as nDUT-5 demonstrates (21-times smaller than DUT-5).
Consequently, a particle consists of only a couple unit cells of
22486 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491
the 3D framework. Furthermore, particle size distributions were
tremendously narrowed down to z1% of their original bulk
particle size distribution and stabilized in dispersion by PVP40 000
and CTAB. Aer post-synthetic modication, the nMOFs:Ln3+

benet from residual surfactants as good as non-post-
synthetically modied nMOFs in terms of dispersibility and
particle size. The shorter average free path of the diffusion of Ln3+

in nMOF:Ln3+ leads to a better pore occupancy and an improved
energy transfer from the linker to the Ln3+. The importance of
suitable energy differences of the excited states of the MOFs and
incorporated Ln3+-ions becomes evident for the non-preferred
sensitization of Tb3+ in nMOF:Tb3+ combinations. In contrast,
MOFs and nMOFs with Ln3+ as connectivity centres show higher
QYs up to 94% and 78% for Tb3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc, as an energy
transfer via the electronic system of the MOF is available. This
results in chromaticity shis between MOFs and nMOFs being
either bathochromic or hypsochromic.

Altogether, this work provides insights into the photo-
physical and morphological properties of nano-sized
lanthanide-containing MOFs, the pros and cons associated
with the usage of surfactants as well as two different ways of
functionalizing of these versatile three-dimensional
compounds. We demonstrate, how the synthesis of nMOFs
can be controlled by reagents such as surfactants, how the light
emission of Ln3+-containing MOFs can be inuenced either by
changing the size and morphology of the particles or by incor-
porate the lanthanide at different stages of the synthesis
process (early in the synthesis procedure or post-synthetic), as
well as how the choice of IBU-linker-Ln3+ combination affects
the energy transfer efficiency and luminescence efficiency.
Experimental

All chemicals were used as purchased without further puri-
cation. The rare-earth nitrates Ln(NO3)3$6H2O (Ln= Eu, Tb, Gd;
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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99.9% pur.); the organic linkers benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid
(H2bdc, 98% pur.), biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid (H2bpdc,
97% pur.) and 2,2′-bipyridine-5,5′-dicarboxylic acid (H2bpydc,
97% pur.); and the aluminium salt AlCl3$6H2O (99% pur.) have
been supplied from abcr. In addition, the aluminium salts
Al(NO3)3$9H2O ($98% ACS gra.); the surfactants N,N,N-tri-
methylhexadecan-1-ammonium bromide (CTAB, $96% pur.)
and 1-ethenylpyrrolidin-2-one (PVP40 000, avg. mol. wt. 40 000,
MQ: 200); and the reference material polytetrauoroethylene
(PTFE, 1 mm particle size) and magnesium oxide (MgO, MQ:
300) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Merck). Moreover, the
solvents N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99% pur., purchased
from Grüssing), ethanenitrile (MeCN, $99.8% pur., purchased
from Chemsolute (Th. Geyer)), ethanol (EtOH, $99.8% abs.,
Fischer Scientic) and triethylamine (TEA, 99% pur., Fischer
Scientic) did not undergo any additional drying process. Nitric
acid (HNO3, tech. qual.) was purchased from STOCKMEIER
Chemie. Furthermore, only demineralized water (H2O) was used
for synthesis, analysis, and product purication processes.
Synthesis and post-synthetic modication procedure

Synthesis of Eu3+-bdc and Tb3+-bdc. The synthesis according
to Guo et al.43 was modied in certain steps and started by
mixing of 80 mg (0.179 mmol) Eu(NO3)3$6H2O or 80 mg (0.177
mmol) Tb(NO3)3$6H2O, respectively, and 32 mg (0.193 mmol)
H2bdc inside a 30 mL snap-on cap glass vial. Subsequent dilu-
tion in 20 mL DMF, 4 mL abs. EtOH and 4 mL H2O resulted in
a colourless, transparent solution. Aer the addition of four
drops of TEA, the solution became opaque. Aer shaking for
60 s, ve drops of 6 M HNO3 were added until the dispersion
became transparent again. The vial was closed with a lid, sealed
with Paralm® and placed in an autoclave (Heraeus) at 55 °C for
7 d. Finally, the colourless precipitate was washed stepwise with
10 mL of DMF and EtOH, consecutively, and centrifuged at 10
565 g (rcf) for 10 min aer each step.

Eu3+-bdc. Drying under vacuum gave 38 mg (0.026 mmol,
1472.72 g mol−1, 15%) of a colourless powder. Organic
elemental analysis (3N[Eu3(bdc)4.5]$3.3DMF$0.9H2O, found: C,
37.9; H, 3.0; N, 3.2. Calc. for Eu3C45.9H42.9N3.3O22.2: C, 37.4; H,
2.9; N, 3.1%).

Tb3+-bdc. Drying under vacuum gave 48 mg (0.032 mmol,
1510.96 g mol−1, 18%) of a colourless powder. Organic
elemental analysis (3N[Tb3(bdc)4.5]$3.7DMF$1.4H2O, found: C,
37.4; H, 3.0; N, 3.5. Calc. for Tb3C47.1H46.7N3.7O23.1: C, 37.4; H,
3.1; N, 3.4%).

Synthesis of nEu3+-bdc and nTb3+-bdc. The synthesis
according to Neufeld et al.46 was modied in certain steps and
started by dissolving 280 mg (0.628 mmol) Eu(NO3)3$6H2O or
280 mg (0.618 mmol) Tb(NO3)3$6H2O, respectively, and
4220 mg (29.90 mmol) PVP40 000, separately, in 40 mL DMF
under vigorous stirring. Subsequently, 190 mg (1.14 mmol)
H2bdc and 3220mg (8.78mmol) CTAB were dissolved in 200mL
DMF inside a 500 mL three-necked round-bottomed ask
equipped with a reux condenser, under vigorous stirring at
55 °C for 60 min. Aerwards, the previously prepared solutions
were then gradually added, followed by the addition of 200 mL of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
TEA. The reaction mixture became slightly opaque and was
stirred vigorously for a further 60 min at 55 °C. Further heating
at 90 °C for 6 h resulted in a thick opaque, pale yellowish
dispersion, which was washed with 10 mL DMF (1×) and 10 mL
EtOH (2×), consecutively, and centrifuged at 17 855 g (rcf) for
10 min aer each step.

nEu3+-bdc. Drying under vacuum gave 188 mg of a pale
yellowish powder.

nTb3+-bdc. Drying under vacuum gave 121 mg of a pale
yellowish powder.

Synthesis of DUT-5. The synthesis according to Senkovska
et al.44 started by suspending 521 mg (2.15 mmol) H2bpdc in
15 mL DMF and stirring at 55 °C for 30 min. Then, 1042 mg
(2.778 mmol) Al(NO3)3$9H2O were added and dissolved. The
reaction mixture was kept in a closed 120 mL pressure tube (Ace
Glass) for 24 h at 120 °C. Subsequent liquid/solid separation by
centrifugation (6762 g (rcf), 10 min) yielded a colourless solid.
Final drying under vacuum gave 946 mg (1.923 mmol, 492.05 g
mol−1, 89%) of a colourless powder. Organic elemental analysis
(3N[Al(OH)bpdc]$2.4DMF$1.8H2O, found: C, 51.8; H, 5.5; N, 6.8.
Calc. for AlC21.1H29.4N2.4O9.2 C, 51.6; H, 6.0; N, 6.8%).

Synthesis of nDUT-5. The synthesis according to Neufeld
et al.46 was modied in certain steps and started with the
dissolution of 392 mg (1.62 mmol) H2bpdc and 2250 mg (6.174
mmol) CTAB in 200 mL DMF at 55 °C. At the same time,
1051 mg (6.174 mmol) PVP40 000 and 417 mg (1.11 mmol)
Al(NO3)3$9H2O were dissolved in 40 mL and 20 mL DMF,
respectively, and gradually added to the reaction mixture. Aer
5 min of stirring, adding of 300 mL of TEA made the solution
opaque. This was followed by a further 1 h of stirring at 55 °C.
Aerwards, the reaction mixture was treated at 120 °C for 24 h
in a reux apparatus. First, the purication process was started
by separating the precipitate by centrifugation at 17 855 g (rcf)
for 10 min. Second, washing with 15 mL DMF (4×) and 10 mL
H2O (4×), followed by the above-mentioned centrifugation
procedure aer each step, yielded a pale brownish residue.
Finally, the specimen was dried under vacuum to give 467 mg of
a pale brownish powder.

Synthesis of MOF-253. The synthesis according to Bloch
et al.45 was modied in certain steps and started by suspending
306 mg (1.25 mmol) H2bpydc in 30 mL DMF and stirring at 55 °
C for 30 min. Aer dissolving 303 mg (1.26 mmol) AlCl3$6H2O,
the reaction mixture was heated for 24 h at 120 °C in a closed
pressure tube (Ace Glass). The pale greenish precipitate was
centrifuged (10 565 g (rcf), 10 min) and subsequently reheated
for 15 min in 20 mL DMF under reux for purication. Aer
a short cooling period, the product was centrifuged again
(1690 g (rcf), 10 min) and the supernatant removed. Repeated
purication with 20 mL DMF (1×) and 20 mL EtOH (2×), fol-
lowed by vacuum drying yielded 324 mg (0.852 mmol, 380.29 g
mol−1, 68%) of a colourless powder. Organic elemental analysis
(3N[Al(OH)bpydc]$1.3EtOH$1.9H2O, found: C, 46.1; H, 4.9; N,
7.4. Calc. for AlC14.6H18.6N2O8.2: C, 46.1; H, 5.0; N, 7.4%).

Synthesis of nMOF-253. The synthesis according to Neufeld
et al.46 was modied in certain steps and started by dissolving of
159 mg (0.651 mmol) H2bpydc and 899 mg (2.47 mmol) CTAB in
80 mL DMF at 55 °C. Simultaneously, 421 mg (2.98 mmol) PVP40
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491 | 22487
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000 were dissolved in 16 mL DMF and gradually added to the
reaction mixture. Additionally, 108 mg (0.447 mmol) AlCl3$6H2O
were added as solid. Aer 5 min of stirring, adding of 120 mL of
TEA made the solution opaque. This was followed by another 1 h
of stirring at 55 °C. Aerwards, the reaction mixture was treated
at 120 °C for 24 h in a reux apparatus. First, the purication
process was started by separating the precipitate by centrifuga-
tion at 17 855 g (rcf) for 10 min. Second, washing with 10 mL
DMF (4×) and 10 mL EtOH (4×), followed by the aforementioned
centrifugation procedure aer each step, yielded in a dark
brownish residue. Finally, the specimen was dried under
vacuum, yielding 136 mg of a dark brownish powder.

Post-synthetic modication of DUT-5, nDUT-5, MOF-253 and
nMOF-253. Two different approaches going to be stated in the
following section. For post-synthetic modication, different
amounts of Eu(NO3)3$6H2O and Tb(NO3)3$6H2O were used in
combination with different temperatures and solvents to yield
DUT-5:Ln3+, nDUT-5:Ln3+, MOF-253:Ln3+ and nMOF-253:Ln3+.

The rst post-synthetic modication approach was carried
out at room temperature (RT) in a snap-on cap glass vial.
Previously, Ln(NO3)3$6H2O has been dissolved in EtOH. Then,
40 mg specimen were soaked with 1 mL of a 0.1 M Ln3+-solu-
tion. Aer 5 min of sonicating, the vial was closed and le
untouched for one week. Aer rinsing the specimen out of the
vial, it was centrifuged at 17 855 g (rcf) for 10 min. Ultimately,
the post-synthetically modied sample was washed with 2mL of
EtOH, centrifuged and dried under vacuum to obtain a powder.

The second post-synthetic modication approach was
carried out at 65 °C in a closed pressure tube (Ace Glass)
according to the procedure of Lu et al.,62 with some modica-
tions. Previously, 45 mg Ln(NO3)3$6H2O were dissolved in
10 mL MeCN (0.01 M). Aer adding 40 mg MOF to the mixture,
the mixture was again dispersed with 5mLMeCN and sonicated
for 5 min. This was followed by a heating step for 24 h and the
nal purication process, consisting of centrifugation (17 855 g
(rcf), 10 min), washing (10 mL MeCN) and sonication (5 min)
three times consecutively. Aer drying under vacuum, the post-
synthetically modied sample was obtained as powder.
Analytical methods

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Structural information has
been acquired using a X'Pert Pro MPD with Data Collector (ver.
5.4.0.90) soware from PANalytical. The X-ray beam was
generated by an Empyrean Cu LFF X-ray tube (lCu-Ka = 154.06
pm) at 40 kV and 40 mA. Aer focusing the incident beam by
Soller slits (0.04 rad), a beam mask (10 mm) and a xed anti-
scatter slit (1°), a attened sample presented on a silicon
waver diffracted the beam, which then passed through an
angled anti-scatter slit (0.5°), again Soller slits (0.04 rad) and
a Beta-lter Nickel towards an X'Celerator with a FASS detector.
The measurement was performed in Bragg–Brentano geometry
between 3.5° and 60° in 2q on account of a PW3050/60 goni-
ometer at RT and ambient atmosphere. Finally, the diffracto-
gram was background corrected using DIFFRAC.EVA (ver.
5.2.0.5, Bruker) and plotted using OriginPro 2023 (ver.
10.0.0.154, OriginLab).
22488 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 22478–22491
Dynamic light scattering (DLS). Particle size and its distri-
bution were determined using a StabiSizer® PMX 200CS from
Particle Metrix. The Microtrac FLEX Application Soware (ver.
10.5.4.) from Mictrotrac was used for data acquisition. The
sample preparation began by rinsing and lling up to half of the
volume of the snap-on cap glass vials with EtOH. Subsequently,
a spatula tip of sample was added to one of the vials and
sonicated for 10 min at 30 °C. Aer checking the stability of the
dispersion, data acquisition was performed, rst for the blank
(EtOH only) and then for the dispersion. Additionally, for
improving statistics, the measurement was carried out three
times, for 120 s each. The particle size distribution plots shown
in this work represent the average of these three measurements
and have been plotted using OriginPro 2023 (ver. 10.0.0.154,
OriginLab). Furthermore, the average value for particle size is
denoted with ±2s.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Particle morphology
was examined using a GeminiSEM 560 and the soware SMART
SEM (ver. 6.08) from Carl Zeiss NTS. Ground samples were
waved onto a sticky carbon pad attached to an aluminium
carrier. The surface was cleaned by carefully blowing off loose
material with pressurized air, to ensure no contamination
within the vacuum chamber of the instrument. The electron
images were recorded with a 7.5 mm aperture and an accelera-
tion voltage of 3 kV at a working distance of 3 mm using
a Schottky eld emitter as electron source. Moreover, a SE-
InLens detector afforded the images from secondary elec-
trons. Particle sizes were determined using ImageJ (ver. 1.53f51)
from National Institute of Health.

Microwave plasma–atomic emission spectroscopy (MP-AES).
The amounts of Eu3+ and Tb3+ in the samples were determined
by a 4210 MP-AES with MP Expert Soware (ver. 1.6.0.9255)
from Agilent Technologies using the external calibration
method. Standard solutions for Al (22102, Grüssing), Eu
(2414.1, Carl Roth) and Tb (2476.1, Carl Roth) were diluted to
give standard solutions of 0.05 mg L−1, 0.10 mg L−1,
0.50 mg L−1, 1.00 mg L−1, 5.00 mg L−1 and 10.00 mg L−1 for
external calibration. First, the sample was dissolved in HNO3

(wt 1%). For DUT-5:Ln3+, nDUT-5:Ln3+, MOF-253:Ln3+ and
nMOF-253:Ln3+, the sample did not dissolve completely, so that
an additional step of centrifugation (20 707 g (rcf), 15 min) was
carried out to remove the linker (stem solution). Subsequently,
the procedure was the same to all MOFs. Several dilutions were
prepared from stem solution to theoretically match the
concentration range of the external calibration. Intensity was
recorded at characteristic atomic emission wavelengths (Al:
394.401 nm, 396.152 nm; Eu: 381.967 nm, 412.973 nm; Tb:
350.917 nm, 384.874 nm) were used to determine the concen-
tration of the analytes. The instrument required 90 min for
sample uptake, followed by 30 min for rinsing and 15 min for
ow stabilization. This procedure was repeated aer each
dilution.

UV-Vis diffuse reectance spectroscopy (UV-Vis-DRS).
Diffuse reectance spectra were acquired using a Cary 5000 UV-
Vis-NIR spectrophotometer and the Cary WinUV Scan Applica-
tion soware (ver. 6.3.0.1595) from Agilent Technologies. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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instrument was equipped with a Praying Mantis™ Diffuse
Reectance Accessory from Harrick Scientic Products and
operated in double beam mode with reduced slit height. Raw
data is given in reectance units. Since this is a relative method,
PTFE was chosen as reference material. Both, reference and
MOF were ground and successively lled into a DRP-SAP
microsample-cup (Harrick Scientic Products) and attened
with a spatula. Finally, the reectance spectrum was recorded
and corrected by PTFE according to the following operation: %
RMOF
corr = %RMOF

raw /%RPTFE
raw .

Photophysical methods for the determination of qualitative
and quantitative properties. Qualitative PL excitation and
emission spectra were recorded using a Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3
with the FluorEssence™ for Windows® (ver. 3.9.0.1) soware
supplied by HORIBA. A Xe short-arc lamp (USHIO) was used in
conjunction with a double-grated monochromator at the exci-
tation site, while another monochromator was used in
conjunction with a photomultiplier tube R928P (HAMAMATSU
PHOTONICS K.K.) at the emission site to record the spectra.
Additionally, mathematical corrections for monochromators
and detectors were provided by the manufacturer. The spectral
distribution of the lamp is measured by a reference detector (R
signal) and corrected in situ. For measurement, the sample was
lled into a cylindric synthetic-quartz glass cuvette (proQuarz)
and positioned in the focus point of the beam. To acquire a full
spectrum, a long-pass edge lter 550 (Newport) was placed in
the beam path between the sample and the detector. The exci-
tation and emission spectra were recorded separately and then
plotted together in one graph with OriginPro 2023 (ver.
10.0.0.154) from OriginLab.

QY determination was performed using a Jobin Yvon Fluo-
rolog 3 with the FluorEssence™ for Windows® (ver. 3.9.0.1)
soware equipped with a Quanta-4 Integrating Sphere F-3029
from HORIBA. For the measurement, the reference and
sample, respectively, were lled into a micro cell cuvette 18-F/
ST/C/Q/10 from Starna Scientic. The quantum yield determi-
nation was repeated three times for each specimen and related
to the reference material MgO. An additional check using
another standard material g-[Tb4(OAc)12(ptpy)2] veried the
calibration of the Quanta-4 Integrating Sphere (lex = 310 nm,
lem = 450–700 nm; Fexp = 46(1)%, Flit = 46(3)% (ref. 63)). Ln3+-
based QYs were determined with lex = 310 nm and lem = 450–
700 nm. Linker-based QYs were determined with lex = 310 nm,
lem = 315–520 nm for DUT-5; lex = 310 nm, lem = 335–570 nm
for nDUT-5; lex = 310 nm, lem = 330–540 nm for DUT-5:Tb3+

and nDUT-5:Tb3+; lex = 310 nm, lem = 330–550 nm for DUT-
5:Eu3+ and nDUT-5:Eu3+ and lex = 360 nm, lem = 370–700 nm
for MOF-253, nMOF-253, MOF-253:Tb3+ and nMOF-253:Tb3+.

Lifetime determinations were carried out by recording the
overall luminescence decay times (s) using a Jobin Yvon Fluo-
rolog 3 with the Data Station (ver. 2.7.4) soware for data
acquisition and the Decay Analysis Soware (ver. 6.8.16) for raw
data tting, respectively, from HORIBA. For this purpose, the
instrument was upgraded with a TCSPC (time-correlated single-
photon counting) and UV Xenon FX-1102 ashlamp from
Excelitas Technologies. However, a pulsed Delta Diode™
278 nm (HORIBA) was necessary for linker emission decay
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
determination. Moreover, for this method, the sample was lled
into a cylindrical synthetic-quartz glass cuvette (proQuarz) and
placed in the focus of the beam. Subsequently aer recording
the overall emission decay, the lifetime has been calculated by
exponentially tting the data with I(t) = A + B1$e

−(t−t0/s1) +
B2$e

−(t−t0/s2), where I(t) is the emission intensity depending on
time, A is the baseline factor, B is the pre-exponential factor, t0 is
the time offset, t is the time and s is the lifetime.

Phosphorescence spectra were recorded using a pulsed UV
Xenon FX-1102 ashlamp from Excelitas Technologies, each 41
ms a ash. Specimens were cooled down and measured at 77 K
inside a specialized Dewar lled with liquid nitrogen. Parame-
ters such as recording delay time, sample window time or
counts per ash varied and are given next to the recorded
spectra. Subsequently, triplet state determination carried out by
using the soware OriginPro 2023 (ver. 10.0.0.154) from Ori-
ginLab. The intersection of two linear ts marks the triplet state
energy.

Organic elemental analysis (OEA). The determinations (wt%)
of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen were performed with a Fla-
shEA 1112 Series from Thermo Fisher Scientic. The amount of
sample was weighed using a UMX-2 scale from METTLER
TOLEDO, poured into a tin crucible and burned.

Differential thermoanalysis/thermogravimetry – mass spec-
trometry (DTA/TG-MS). Thermal properties were simulta-
neously determined regarding differential thermal analysis and
thermogravimetry using a STA 409 PC coupled to a QMS 403
Aëolos Quadro mass spectrometer from NETZSCH. The sample
(20–25mg) was lled into a corundum crucible and heated up to
1000 °C with a heating rate of 5 °C min−1. Argon (20 mL min−1)
was used as a protective gas and synthetic air (30 mL min−1) as
working gas. MS signals were recorded via the quasi-multiple
ion detection method (QMID).
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